
 
Charter School Consulting 

Starting a full band program from scratch can be an overwhelming 
endeavor for charter schools.  What type of experiences and skill sets 
do we look for in an instructor?  How do we know a band director is 
qualified if none of our staff have a background in music? What type 
of music programming is going to fit best with my school’s size and 
culture? How do we purchase instruments for our students if most 
cannot afford them? These questions too often lead to roadblocks in 
implementing successful band programs in charter schools.  

At Jazz Empowers we have seen these issues firsthand in schools as 
they try to start a program from scratch, or as they try to transition 
from the 2-3 times a week programming we offer to implementing a 
full-scale band program.   In response to this need, we at Jazz 
Empowers now offer a consulting service as part of our existing 
Charter School Residency Program.   The main goal of our consulting services is to use our 
expertise in starting jazz programs in charter schools to support schools as they start and/or grow 
their full scale band program at their school.   

We have found through our programming that building a band program around jazz can be a 
great option for charter schools for a variety of reasons: 

 
- Cost Effective – A lot of the instruments used in jazz band are less expensive than other 
instrumental music programs (orchestras, marching bands, concert bands).   

-Flexible Size – A jazz band can have a flexible ensemble size, so all charter schools, no matter 
their school size can have a jazz program.  For example, smaller schools might have smaller jazz 
combo classes (5-10 students) while a larger schools could have jazz big band classes (20 
students).   

- Added Cognitive Benefits – Students experience benefits from playing any musical 
instrument.  However, in jazz, students also need to learn ear training, music theory, and how to 
improvise which adds additional cognitive benefits.  A John Hopkins study found that musicians 
who were improvising were activating the creative part of their brain more than musicians who 
were not improvising.   

 Source: 

https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/this_is_your_brain_on_jazz_researchers_use_mri
_to_study_spontaneity_creativity 



 
 

- Student Self Expression – Due to the improvisation in jazz, students are able to express 
themselves.   Tyler, a bass player from a Jazz Empowers program in Brooklyn, explains his 
experience.   “The music we play makes me think and have feelings throughout the music.” 

What Is Offered 
We will work with each school to customize a 
support plan for the individual needs of each 
school.  Schools will be able to choose from 
any of the following services. 

1.) Band Director Hiring - In this service 
Jazz Empowers staff will reach out to 
our network and recruit candidates for 
the full-time position at the charter 
school.    We would then interview the 
most highly qualified candidates and 
recommend two candidates for the position.   Those candidates will then interview with 
school leadership.  Jazz Empowers will pass on educators who are very qualified 
musically for the positions, so then the charter school only has to decide which instructor 
would be best for their school’s culture.   

2.) Access and Training on our Curriculum – In this service Jazz Empowers will give the 
school’s full-time band director all of our curriculum resources.  Jazz Empowers staff 
will also train the instructor on how to use and implement the curriculum. 

3.) In School Year Coaching– Jazz Empowers staff will coach the band director.  These 
sessions can occur anywhere from a weekly to monthly basis throughout the school year.   
In these coaching sessions Jazz Empowers staff will help support the band director with a 
variety of topics including, but not limited to, student engagement, student achievement, 
and classroom management. 
 
Cost:  The annual cost for Jazz Empowers consulting will depend on how many services 
listed above the given school elects to use.  For most schools the cost will be between 
$500 (monthly consulting, no hiring)- $5000(frequent consulting, hiring services, 
curriculum resources).    
 
 
If you are interested in seeing if this service is right for Charter School please email 
apply@jazzempowers.org. 


